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Annual Review

2019

Air Service & Marketing
Review

•

Held 15 meetings with airline planners, including headquarters
meetings at Alaska, American, Southwest, and United.

•

LAX service launch and associated promotional campaign
that resulted in an average load factor of 84% during the
flight’s first five months of operation. Co-hosted a travel
agent event with American to generate awareness about the
new route. A second daily flight was added for peak holiday
periods.

•

VPS service launch and associated promotional campaign
that resulted in an average load factor of 74% during the
flight’s three months of service. A third weekly flight is being
added for the summer of 2020.

•

Conducted a passenger leakage study to determine baseline
metrics and targeted geographic areas for passenger retention
campaign efforts.

•

Engaged TPC Studios to create and implement a retention
campaign focused on boosting awareness and increasing
enplanements. The campaign ran from May through
September and generated over 2.6 million impressions,
306,562 complete video views, and 5,904 website clicks.

•

Secured 90 corporate commitments for the FlyTulsa Pledge.

•

Received recognition from the International Association of
Business Communicators Tulsa Chapter with a Bronze Quill Award
of Merit and from the Bulldog Awards (a national competition)
with a Gold Award for Best Travel & Tourism Campaign for the
2018 FlyTulsa: What’s Non-Stopping You? Campaign.

•

Established Tunes at TUL in partnership with the Tulsa Office
of Film, Music, Arts, and Culture to bring local artists to the
airport during peak traffic periods. 13 performances hosted
in 2019.

•

Tulsa Zoo updated the children’s play area in the “B” waiting area
in February.
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2019

Air Service & Marketing
Review

•

New art exhibit installed in the “A” waiting area titled, “A Rainbow
of Artistic Styles Across the Sky of Tulsa,” by local artist Don
Thompson.

•

Hosted a neighborhood advisory group meeting in March with 12
attendees representing three different neighborhood associations.

•

Grew the airport’s social media channels by 8.2% by developing
content around air service, our Welcome Waggin’ program, and
concession offerings. The most popular posts in 2019 were the
Destin beach vacation giveaway, the dinosaur welcome home sign,
and the new active loading procedures.

•

Successfully pitched Airport Update story to Tulsa People
which ran in their November issue and included a video
story in addition to the print/web article. Also provided
coordination for the Tulsa World Magazine’s article on 10
Women to Watch.

•

Expanded 918 DAY celebration to our volunteers and airline
network planning partners by providing TUL t-shirts and
information about the City’s activities.

•

Utilized a third-party media monitoring service to track social
media and earned media stores related to TAIT. In 2019, we had
298 stories in the local and national news, generating an estimated
advertising value of $21,558,432 in earned media. The highest
rated stories and audience size were related to the tornado that
passed over the airport in May and the new curbside procedures.

•

Increased terminal advertising revenue by 18% from FY18 to
FY19 and added four new locations for advertising customers.

•

Established a dedicated concession marketing strategy that
includes the development of a multi-layered media campaign
to promote TUL’s food, beverage, retail, and parking options.

•

Food from airport restaurants became available on the GRAB
mobile app in April. The app provides customers with the ability
to order and pre-pay for food for pick up at the restaurant or
delivery to a pre-security location for those without access past the
checkpoint.
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2019

Customer Experience
Review

•

Collected 389 surveys from passengers, pilots and tenants
regarding their overall satisfaction.

•

Established quarterly TUL tenant meetings.

•

Held kick off meeting in November for TUL’s Customer Service
Action Team.

•

Launched the Welcome Waggin’ therapy dog program in
February with 35 teams now on board.

•

Filled the weekday Ambassador schedule to have 98.3%
coverage (88 out of 90 weekday shifts).

•

Collected, recorded and responded to 729 comments.

•

Received a score of 9.6 out of a possible 10 for overall airport
experience from TUL customers, the highest rating attained
since surveying passengers began in 2009.

•

Recognized 13 employees as Above & Beyond award winners
out of 38 nominees.

•

TAIT’s outbound baggage system processed 965,446 bags.

•

Completed remodel of TAIT Administrative offices, resulting in
five new offices and a consolidated reception/conference room
suite.

•

Repaired the ATCT boiler and installed CO monitoring to address
the FAA’s concerns related to building safety.

•

Finished upgrading 18 gate operators on the airport’s perimeter
entries.

•

Replaced five roof top units (RTU) on Cargo Building 2 and
Station 51 in-house, saving TAIT over $40,000.

•

Painted the arrivals roadway canopy support assembly to
address rusting and aesthetic concerns related to the 18 year old
structure.
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2019

Customer Experience
Review

•

Upgraded the PLC (programmable logic controller) on passenger
boarding bridge B5 to improve the bridge’s performance
reliability and resolve safety issues.

•

Converted 863 light fixtures to LED, saving at least 513,000 watts
a day – over 187 million watts annually.

•

Extended the run time for the flat plate heat exchanger to 125 days,
saving approximately 642,000 kwh and the operational need of a 650
ton chiller.

•

Installed a checklist in all public restrooms that has resulted in
improved cleanliness.

•

Added vacant/unleased spaces in the terminal to a regular cleaning
schedule to maintain TAIT’s cleanliness standards throughout all areas.

•

Restructured and rebid the mowing contract saving $7,000
annually.

•

Established an RVS janitorial contract freeing the RVS workers of those
duties and improving the facilities for airport users.
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2019

Engineering & Planning
Review

•

Completed collaborative design and phasing plan of
Schwab Hall, airline ticket counters, and baggage claim roof
improvements.

•

Awarded construction contract to Keith Construction for the
baggage claim roofing project in October, totaling $1,297,418.
Construction began in October.

•

Awarded construction contract to Manhattan Construction for
the Schwab Hall renovation project in August totaling $6,883,840.
Construction began in December.

•

Awarded construction contract to Ellsworth Construction for the
RVS Runway 1R-19L pavement rehab project in June totaling
$2,421,374.

•

After extensive work related to environmental and
archeological studies, an ALTA survey, the blessing of the
Cherokee Nation, Tulsa Historical Society, Corps of Engineers,
and the Department of the Interior and following a public
notice in the Federal Register, 507 acres of property between
Mingo and 169 were released by the FAA in June for nonaeronautical use.

•

Secured reimbursable agreement with the FAA for an AFTIL Study
to determine the future location and height of a new air traffic
control tower.

•

Secured FAA support for a non-standard RSA on runway 18R until
a permanent EMAS installation can be funded. Met with all west
side tenants to discuss the plan for meeting the RSA requirements
and the planned phasing of the runway rehab project.

•

Received supplemental AIP funding in support of the
Runway 18R/36L rehab and RSA project. The FAA provided
an additional $4.5 million for the project, bringing their total
support up to $9 million.
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2019

Engineering & Planning
Review

•

Completed north phase of taxiway Juliet rehab project in
December at a cost of $12,958,100. The entire length of Juliet
has now be rehabilitated for a total cost of $30,004,962. The new
pavement is expected to be in place for a minimum of 20 years.

•

Completed the installation of escalators in the “A” baggage
claim and “B” ticketing at a cost of $900,613.50. The cost for
these improvements are eligible for reimbursement to TAIT
once the FAA approves our PFC application.

•

Completed the rental car Quick Turnaround (QTA) facility
improvements at a cost of $2,506,600.97. This project was funded
by CFC’s (Customer Facility Charges).

•

Completed the parking garage canopy project for the third
level of the garage structure at a cost of $1,975,614.88.
Now 100% of our garage spaces are covered, providing our
customers with 573 additional covered spaces.

•

Evaluated and prioritized the capital needs of TUL for the 20212025 Capital Improvement Plan, including 15 projects totaling
$55 million.

•

Evaluated and prioritized the capital needs of RVS for the 20212025 Capital Improvement Plan, including five projects totaling
$4.3 million.
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2019

Finance
Review

•

Finalized Airline Use & Lease Agreement for 2019-2024 with two
3-year option periods. Agreement provides limited revenue
sharing based on days of cash on hand.

•

Provided data and insight to Ricondo & Associates to support the
completion of the airport’s Five Year Review, required by TAIT’s bond
indenture and our lease with the City of Tulsa.

•

Completed signatory airline reconciliation for FY18 and FY19.

•

Completed FY19 Audit with no findings.

•

Conducted financial reporting and budgeting workshops for
department directors and managers.

•

Created a maintenance fund for TAIT owned buildings to provide
capital improvements that are not considered required maintenance
under the tenants’ lease.

•

Composed and presented a FY20 Budget that projects FY20
revenues of $41,969,490 and FY20 expenses (including debt
service) of $40,558,290.

•

Hosted airline and public meetings related to PFC Application #10 and
submitted to the FAA for approval.

•

Strategically invested bond proceeds, a portion of operating revenues,
and revenue from p-card agreements that generated an additional
$1,034,984 in revenue.

•

Achieved an upgrade in rating from S&P to “A” with a stable
outlook and an upgraded outlook from Moody’s to Baa1 positive.

•

Implemented an inspection process and schedule for TAIT owned
facilities that includes enforcement of lease standards.

•

Grew non-aeronautical revenue by 6.7% in FY18 and 7.1% YTD in
FY19.

•

Selected LAZ parking to manage parking services.
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2019

Human Resources
Review

•

Promoted internal candidates to 18 positions out of 39 vacancies this year, including Bryan Crook
as our director of customer experience and Austin Wheeler as RVS airport manager.

•

Conducted a skills inventory of staff members to determine available resources and development
opportunities.

•

Increased our educational reimbursement limit to $5,250/year to support professional
development.

•

Negotiated a 14.76% decrease in our medical insurance premium creating a $211,673 annual
savings.

•

Led the Safety Committee and a continued focus on training, prevention and resolution of safety
concerns. Received a decrease in our worker’s compensation premium for 2020 and a refund for 2019 as
a result of our low employee injury claims.

•

Launched the Charitable Giving Committee, creating an employee-driven community outreach
initiative that contributed 928 books to Reading Partners, 31 pints of blood to the American Red
Cross, school supplies to McKinley and Mitchell Elementary Schools, 72 hours of time for Day
of Caring and over $22,000 in employee donations and golf tournament proceeds to area nonprofits.

•

100% of airport employees are now paid within the market rate range for their positions.

•

Recognized by the Oklahoma Family Positive Workplace Council and the Potts Family Foundation as a
Family Positive Employer.

•

Updated drug and alcohol testing policies to support the new Oklahoma medical marijuana law.
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2019

Information Technology
Review

•

Replaced 31 FIDS and advertising monitors to improve
reliability of information being shared with customers in the
terminal.

•

Replaced 25% of the airport’s security cameras, providing
higher resolution images and improved data compression
for storage.

•

100% of airport employees completed training and
testing on email phishing.

•

Created a quantitative baseline of the airport’s wifi system
and added access points to improve coverage.

•

Completed initial software update of ABRM to allow for the
full transition and accounting of TAIT’s leases in compliance
with FASB leasing standards.

•

Finalized installation of a Distributed Antenna System
which will improve cellular coverage for customers
in the terminal. Three cellular providers have signed
agreements: Verizon went live on 12/1, AT&T is
scheduled to within the next 30 days and T-Mobile is
scheduled in early spring. TAIT will receive $250,000
in one-time payments from Mobilite, the DAS provider,
and $3,000/month in revenue.

•

Upgraded 172 computers to Windows 10 and 21 servers to
Windows Server 2016.

•

Updated the baggage system software servers in house,
saving the airport $85,000.

•

Selected Concur as our travel management software and
CTP as our travel management company to provide a
seamless travel approval, booking, and expense report
process that allows for comprehensive data mining of
airport employee travel trends.
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2019

Information Technology
Review

•

Engaged Zensors to begin tracking the security
checkpoint wait times and assisted our web developer
with integration of a widget on our website to share
the information with our travelers.

•

Obtained approval by Integrated Public Alert and Warning
System to send mass notifications of emergencies to all cell
phones on our property utilizing Everbridge.

•

Entered into a contract with Firstnet for First
Responder priority coverage and pricing under the
AT&T umbrella. Replaced all supervisors’ flip phones
with smart phones to improve their ability to send/
receive messages and document issues.

•

Set up OpenVAS vulnerability scanning tool. This will
enable us to scan for vulnerabilities on our network
that exist do to missing patches and other threats while
mitigating our risk for a cyber attack.

•

Began working with the Multi-State Information
Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-ISAC) who will provide
cyber threat information, including updates from
Homeland Security, and will scan our external facing IP
addresses for potential threats.
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2019

Operations
Review

•

Conducted a full-scale disaster response training
exercise in coordination with 18 area emergency
response agencies.

•

Completely updated and reformatted the Airport
Emergency Plan, condensing the document from
339 pages to 107 pages.

•

Completed live fire training exercises with TUL’s ARFF
personnel at Tinker AFB.

•

Airport dispatchers achieved a 100% quality
audit review of their job performance.

•

Launched computerized training for badge
holders to provide airport tenants with more
flexibility related to the scheduling of required
badge and movement area driver training.

•

TSA Part 1542 inspection resulted in ZERO findings.
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2019

Operations
Review

•

Established a ground transportation working group and held two meetings with hotels, limo
operators, and shuttle companies.

•

Relocated the Uber/Lyft driver staging area to the parking lot west of Spartan, providing the entire cell
phone lot for privately owned vehicles in anticipation of active loading enforcement.

•

Replaced externally lit wind cones with internally LED lit wind cones for runway 8/26.

•

Replaced runway 8 REIL’s with more efficient and brighter LED REIL’s.

•

Replaced all taxiway end signs.

•

FAA Part 139 inspection resulted in ZERO discrepancies.

•

Provided support to TASM for eight events that required coordination with airfield operations, including
the TASM Runway Run with 300+ run participants.

•

Two operations officers achieved AAAE’s ACE Ops Certification.

•

Coordinated with American Airlines parking for 16 of their MAX aircraft.

•

Completed a 13 week in-house leadership training initiative for all Operations managers.
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2019

Police
Review

•

Implemented active loading curb enforcement to decrease
vehicle congestion on the arrivals roadway.

•

Upgraded duty handguns and transitioned from tasers to pepper
ball pistols.

•

Assisted with VIP security operations including coordination
with federal and state law enforcement agencies for visits by Vice
President Mike Pence, First Lady Melania Trump, Governor Stitt,
U.S. Senators, and others.

•

Responded to a record number of calls (14,429) for police
services, up 8.9% compared to 2018.
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2019

Real Estate
Review

•

Negotiated a lease option with Spirit AeroSystems for their land and
use of TAIT owned buildings following the conclusion of a 40 year
agreement.

•

Established procedures that ensure lease terms are being
enforced, including triggers for delinquent payments, failure to
meet maintenance standards, and aeronautical use.

•

Recruited Tulsa Flag Mart as a new concessionaire on Concourse A.

•

Celebrated the opening of Hudson’s pre-security grab and go retail
location in May.

•

TUL received second place award in the Small Airports Category
for ACI’s Excellence in Airports Concessions.

•

Supported the sale and development of Hangar 31 by providing
expedited documentation and processing for the assignment and
new lease.

•

Developed marketing materials for distribution at industry
conferences and trade shows.

•

Developed template for aeronautical and non-aeronautical RFP
responses.

•

Submitted RFP responses directly for eight different projects,
a responsibility previously managed by outside economic
development agencies.

•

Established a timeline with Sparks to bring their fuel tanks into
compliance with FBO minimum standards by 9/30/20.

•

Executed five new leases for TUL tenants and 11 renewals.

•

Executed two new leases for RVS and 28 renewals.
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2019

Risk & Legal Services
Review

•

Amended the City’s taxicab ordinance to bring the taxicab fee in line with the other ground
transportation providers.

•

Gathered and provided data based accident analysis for use in customer safety awareness and risk
mitigation and management.

•

Conducted a comprehensive review of insurance policies at renewal to determine appropriate coverage
levels.

•

Completed a site audit by Chubb, the airport’s general liability insurance provider, which identified
minimal concerns – all of which were addressed within 30 days.

•

Drafted/Adopted comprehensive Advertising Policy.

•

Drafted/Adopted comprehensive First Amendment Policy.

•

Redrafted/Adopted Purchasing Policy.

•

Successfully removed the City of Tulsa as a Co-Sponsor to FAA/OAC grants to streamline the grant award,
acceptance, and reporting requirements.

•

Negotiated agreement with final commercial operator to achieve 100% compliance under the
Commercial Vehicle Ground Transportation Policy.
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2019

RVS

Review

•

Supported the following community events: Challenge Air for Kids & Friends, Tulsa Air & Space
Museum’s Aviator Ball, and Tulsa Flight Night.

•

Hosted a picnic for 200 RVS tenants on the 61st anniversary of the airport.

•

Addressed concerns regarding light pollution with soccer complex.

•

Provided regular communication with RVS tenants concerning the Arkansas River flooding event
in May and information related to FEMA aid for storm damage.

•

Gathered information that resulted in the decision to cancel the RVS NE Hangar area sewer project and
began the process of permitting all septic holding tanks.

•

Initiated proper utilization of TME for work orders and inventory.

•

Hosted monthly RVS tenant meetings.
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2019

Organizational
Review

•

Aligned organizational structure to reflect commitment
to key operational and development goals, including the
addition of Real Estate and Customer Experience divisions.

•

Supported TSA and FAA ATC employees during government
shutdown in January by providing meals and a food pantry.

•

Received a federal extension for REAL ID requirements.
Oklahoma DPS hosted a press conference at TUL in November
outlining their plan to offer compliant drivers licenses by April
2020.

•

Completed a seamless transition and transfer of OKM projects
and administration back to the City of Okmulgee.

•

TAIT representatives served as a speaker at 20 meetings,
conferences, and events in 2019 including the Oklahoma
Aerospace Forum’s panel on Oklahoma’s Aerospace Brand,
the Southside and Southeast Rotaries, and NE Oklahoma
Emergency Managers quarterly meeting.

•

Supported the following community events: Oklahoma
Honor Flights, the Marine Corps League’s Medal of
Honor Day Ceremony, the Oklahoma Airport Operators
Association and American Association of Airport Executives
South Central Chapter annual conference.

•

Incorporated director reports into monthly TAIT board
meetings.

•

TAIT’s leadership team completed three full day retreats focused
on building a high performing team. The team’s assessment at
the conclusion of the workshop in October showed a marked
increase related to trust, conflict, and accountability since the
initial assessment was conducted in June and high utilization of
four of the five fundamentals that make up the HPT model.

•

Created collaborative goals across all of TAIT’s divisions
and achieved 95% completion of TAIT’s 2019 Business Plan
goals.
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